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Abstract18

Highly conserved noncoding elements (CNEs) comprise a significant proportion19

of the genomes of multicellular eukaryotes. The function of most CNEs remains20

elusive, but growing evidence indicates they are under some form of purifying21

selection. Noncoding regions in many species also harbor large numbers of trans-22

posable element (TE) insertions, which are typically lineage specific and depleted23

in exons because of their deleterious effects on gene function or expression. How-24

ever, it is currently unknown whether the landscape of TE insertions in noncoding25

regions is random or influenced by purifying selection on CNEs. Here we combine26

comparative and population genomic data in Drosophila melanogaster to show27

that abundance of TE insertions in intronic and intergenic CNEs is reduced rel-28

ative to random expectation, supporting the idea that selective constraints on29

CNEs eliminate a proportion of TE insertions in noncoding regions. However, we30

find no difference in the allele frequency spectra for polymorphic TE insertions in31

CNEs versus those in unconstrained spacer regions, suggesting that the distribu-32

tion of fitness effects acting on observable TE insertions is similar across different33

functional compartments in noncoding DNA. Our results provide evidence that34

selective constraints on CNEs contribute to shaping the landscape of TE insertion35

in eukaryotic genomes, and provide further evidence supporting the conclusion36

that CNEs are indeed functionally constrained and not simply mutational cold37

spots.38

Keywords: Noncoding DNA, Conserved Noncoding Elements, Purifying Selec-39

tion, Transposable Elements, Drosophila.40
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Introduction41

Transposable elements (TEs) are mobile DNA sequences that comprise a signif-42

icant fraction of the genomes of many multicellular organisms (Elliott and Gre-43

gory, 2015), including the model insect species, Drosophila melanogaster (Bergman44

et al., 2006; Sackton et al., 2009). TEs are powerful mutagenic agents that can45

affect gene expression and genome stability and are responsible for the majority of46

spontaneous mutations in D. melanogaster (Ashburner et al., 2005). While many47

gaps remain in our understanding of the mechanisms that control TE content in48

natural populations of D. melanogaster , it is well established that TE insertions in49

the D. melanogaster genome are largely restricted to non-coding DNA (reviewed50

in Barron et al. (2014)). Early restriction mapping studies on a limited number of51

loci revealed that large DNA insertions (assumed to be TEs) were rarely found in52

transcribed regions (Aquadro et al., 1986; Langley and Aquadro, 1987; Schaeffer53

et al., 1988; Langley et al., 1988; Aquadro et al., 1992). Subsequent analysis of the54

D. melanogaster reference genome showed that the paucity of TEs in transcribed55

regions is primarily driven by a strong depletion of the number of TE insertions in56

exons combined with a weaker reduction in introns (Kaminker et al., 2002; Lipatov57

et al., 2005). More recently, analysis of population genomic data has confirmed58

that TE insertions are rare in D. melanogaster exonic regions (Kofler et al., 2012;59

Cridland et al., 2013; Zhuang et al., 2014).60

The under-representation of TEs in D. melanogaster exons is most likely explained61

by natural selection purging TE insertions that disrupt gene function from natu-62

ral populations (Lipatov et al., 2005; Petrov et al., 2011; Kofler et al., 2012). In63

general, TE insertions in D. melanogaster are thought to be under some form of64

purifying selection, based on the observation that they typically have lower al-65

lele frequencies relative to single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) from the same66

population (Aquadro et al., 1986; Langley and Aquadro, 1987; Schaeffer et al.,67

1988; Langley et al., 1988; Aquadro et al., 1992; Cridland et al., 2013). However,68

few studies have directly investigated the allele frequency distribution of TE in-69

sertions in exons, principally because of the lack of data, and past studies have70

led to mixed conclusions. Analysis of a small sample of exonic TE insertions using71

a pool-PCR strategy suggested their allele frequencies did not differ substantially72

from non-exonic TE insertions with similar genomic properties (Lipatov et al.,73

2005). In contrast, genome-wide analysis using pool-seq data showed a reduction74

in median allele frequencies for TE insertions in exons relative those found in75

intergenic regions (Kofler et al., 2012).76
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In addition to effects manifest at the RNA or protein level, it is also possible TE77

insertions may be selected for their effects at the DNA level in noncoding regions,78

for example by interfering with cis-regulatory elements (Geyer et al., 1990; Lerman79

and Feder, 2005). While comprehensive cis-regulatory maps for D. melanogaster80

remain incomplete (Negre et al., 2011; Arnold et al., 2013), it is well established81

that highly conserved noncoding elements (CNEs) are an abundant component of82

the D. melanogaster genome (Bergman and Kreitman, 2001; Siepel et al., 2005)83

and that CNEs often overlap with known cis-regulatory elements (Emberly et al.,84

2003; Brody et al., 2012). It has been estimated that 30%-40% of sites in D.85

melanogaster noncoding DNA are contained in CNEs (Siepel et al., 2005), and86

population genetic analysis has shown that these CNEs are maintained by puri-87

fying selection (Casillas et al., 2007). Thus, CNEs represent an abundant class of88

noncoding features under purifying selection that may influence the landscape of89

TE insertions. Previous work showed that artificially-induced TE insertions are90

depleted in the most highly conserved CNEs (so-called “ultra-conserved elements”)91

(Makunin et al., 2013). However the non-random target preferences, requirement92

for marker gene activation in TE detection, and experimental origin of the TEs93

analyzed by Makunin et al. (2013) do not allow conclusions to be drawn about94

CNE-based constraints on insertion of the endogenous set of TE families in natu-95

ral populations. Resolving whether CNEs influence the landscape of TE insertion96

in natural populations of D. melanogaster will provide further insight into the97

factors governing TE dynamics in this species, and contribute to our broader un-98

derstanding of the forces that shape genome organization and molecular evolution99

in general.100

Here we use genome-wide datasets of “non-reference” TE insertions (i.e. TEs101

identified in a resequenced sample that are not present in the reference genome)102

from a North American population of D. melanogaster (Mackay et al., 2012; Lin-103

heiro and Bergman, 2012; Zhuang et al., 2014) to investigate whether selective104

constraints on CNEs influence the landscape of TE insertions in noncoding DNA.105

These datasets allow unprecedented insight into this fundamental question by pro-106

viding large samples of naturally-occurring TE insertions mapped at nucleotide-107

level resolution in individual strains of D. melanogaster . We initially establish108

that signals of purifying selection can be observed in our data by confirming past109

results that the abundance of TE insertions is strongly reduced in exonic regions110

and weakly reduced in intronic regions relative to intergenic regions. We then111

show that the abundance of TE insertions is significantly reduced in both intronic112

and intergenic CNEs relative random expectations. In contrast to the clear signals113

of purifying selection on TE abundance, we find that the derived allele frequency114
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(DAF) spectrum for TE insertions inferred from strain-specific genome sequences115

does not vary significantly across different functional compartments of the D.116

melanogaster genome. Our results provide systematic evidence that selective con-117

straints on CNEs in noncoding regions influence the landscape of TE insertion118

in D. melanogaster . However, the proportion of TE insertions we estimate to119

be eliminated from CNEs is lower than in exonic regions, suggesting that many120

noncoding functional elements to harbor viable TE insertion mutations in natural121

populations of D. melanogaster . Our results also suggest that the evolutionary122

forces governing the abundance of TE insertions in different functional compart-123

ments of the D. melanogaster genome may be decoupled from those controlling124

the allele frequency of observable TE insertions in natural populations.125

Materials and Methods126

Data Sets127

Annotations of genes (flyBaseGene), TEs in the reference genome (rmsk), and128

conserved elements (phastCons15way) on Release 5 (dm3) coordinates of the D.129

melanogaster genome were obtained from UCSC Genome Browser (Siepel et al.,130

2005; Smit et al., 2013; Gramates et al., 2017; Tyner et al., 2017). Annotations131

of non-reference TE insertion in the Drosophila Genetic Reference Panel (DGRP)132

of D. melanogaster strains from Raleigh, NC (Mackay et al., 2012) were obtained133

from supplementary materials of papers describing two different TE detection134

methods: ngs te mapper (Linheiro and Bergman, 2012) and TEMP (Zhuang et al.,135

2014).136

The ngs te mapper dataset consists of non-reference TE insertions from 37 long137

terminal repeat (LTR) retrotransposon and terminal inverted repeat (TIR) trans-138

poson families on the major chromosome arms (chrX, chr2L, chr2R, chr3L, chr3R139

and chr4) identified using whole-genome Illumina shotgun sequence data in 166140

DGRP strains (Linheiro and Bergman, 2012). A new BED file for this dataset141

was generated by Dr. Raquel Linheiro (personal communication) that encodes142

the number of DGRP strains in which each insertion was found in the score col-143

umn (Linheiro and Bergman, 2014). The TEMP dataset consists of non-reference144

TE insertions from 56 LTR retrotransposon, non-LTR retrotransposon and TIR145

transposon families identified using whole-genome Illumina shotgun sequence data146

in 53 DGRP strains (Zhuang et al., 2014). We transformed the original TEMP147
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dataset from from https://zlab.umassmed.edu/TEMP/TEMP_resources/DGRP_148

53lines_TE_polymorphisms.tar.gz to match the format of the ngs te mapper149

dataset as follows. TE insertions in *.insertion.refined.bp.refsup files were merged150

across all strains, then insertions supported by split-read data on both ends of151

the TE found on the major chromosome arms (chrX, chr2L, chr2R, chr3L, chr3R152

and chr4) were extracted, converted to BED format, sorted, and clustered using153

BEDtools complement (-s -d 0) (Quinlan and Hall, 2010). The number of strains154

per cluster containing a TE insertion for the same TE family on the same strand155

was then encoded in the score column of a BED-formatted file. For both datasets,156

a small number of TE insertions were predicted to occur at the same location,157

either from closely related TE families (e.g. Stalker vs. Stalker 4 ) or for TIR158

elements predicted on opposite strands at the same location (e.g. S element).159

We kept one of these redundant annotations based on the first occurrence in the160

dataset. Finally, we excluded all P element insertions from both datasets, since161

this TE family is known to have a strong non-random preference to insert around162

transcriptional start sites (Spradling et al., 1995; Bellen et al., 2004; Kofler et al.,163

2015).164

Assigning TE insertions to genomic compartments165

We partitioned regions of the D. melanogaster genome into mutually-exclusive166

exonic, intronic and intergenic compartments based on the gene structures in the167

dm3 flyBaseGene track using the overlapSelect and BEDtools intersect, comple-168

ment, subtract tools (Kuhn et al., 2013; Quinlan and Hall, 2010). Each tool was169

run using default parameter settings. Our partitioning strategy follows Lipatov170

et al. (2005) and assumes a hierarchy of functional constraints for genomic regions171

that have multiple annotation states due to alternative splicing or promoter usage:172

namely, functional constraints on exonic regions take precedence over intronic re-173

gions, and constraints on intronic regions take precedence over intergenic regions.174

Exonic regions span the union of all exon intervals in the genome and include both175

coding sequences (CDS) and untranslated regions (UTRs). Intronic regions were176

defined as the complement of exonic regions in genomic intervals spanned by at177

least one transcript model. Intergenic regions were defined as the complement of178

all exonic and intronic regions. Intronic and intergenic regions were further parti-179

tioned into CNEs and spacers using the dm3 phastCons15way track. Spacers are180

defined as the noncoding regions complementary to CNEs that exhibit low primary181

sequence conservation (Bergman et al., 2002; Casillas et al., 2007). Reference TE182

intervals were subtracted from all exonic, intronic, intergenic, CNE, and spacer183
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compartments.184

Non-reference TE insertions in the ngs te mapper and TEMP datasets were then185

assigned to genomic compartments in high recombination regions using overlapSe-186

lect (Kuhn et al., 2013). The locations of the non-reference TE insertions studied187

here are annotated as their target site duplication (TSD) (Linheiro and Bergman,188

2012; Zhuang et al., 2014), which span small intervals (typically <10 bp) on refer-189

ence genome coordinates and can therefore overlap the boundaries of neighboring190

genomic compartments. To avoid counting TEs that overlap boundaries multi-191

ply or partially in different compartments, a series of filtering steps was imple-192

mented to identify TE insertions that overlap intronic/exonic, intergenic/exonic193

and CNE/spacer boundaries. Each distinct category of “overlapping” TE inser-194

tions is mutually exclusive with other overlapping or “pure” compartments. Non-195

reference TEs found fully or partially in annotated in reference TE intervals were196

removed from all datasets.197

We restricted our analysis to regions of the D. melanogaster Release 5 genome198

sequence with normal rates of recombination using criteria established in previous199

population genomic analyses of TEs in D. melanogaster (Cridland et al., 2013,200

2015): chrX:300000-20800000, chr2L:200000-20100000, chr2R:2300000-21000000,201

chr3L:100000-21900000, chr3R:600000-27800000. Low recombination regions were202

excluded because of the high density of reference TE insertions in these regions203

(Bartolome et al., 2002; Bergman et al., 2006), which poses challenges to iden-204

tifying non-reference TE insertions as well as defining CNEs using comparative205

genomic data. Furthermore, the efficacy of natural selection on individual alleles206

is reduced in regions of the Drosophila genome with low rates of recombination be-207

cause of the confounding effects of selection on linked sites extending over larger208

regions (Presgraves, 2005; Haddrill et al., 2007). Normally-recombining regions209

occupy 89.8% of the 120 Mb Release 5 genome. The numbers of nucleotides and210

proportion of the genome spanned by each compartment in normally-recombining211

and normally-recombining noncoding regions are shown in Tables 1 and 2, re-212

spectively. The majority of non-reference TEs in both datasets studied here were213

located in normally-recombining regions (ngs te mapper: n = 6099/6747, 90.4%;214

TEMP: 4688/5331, 87.9%).215
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Testing for purifying selection on TE insertions216

We tested for depletion of TE insertions in different genomic compartments rel-217

ative to random expectations using a permutation approach, which accounts for218

the empirical length distributions of intervals in different genomic compartments219

and accommodates the variable lengths of TSDs for non-reference TEs. Random220

TE insertion was simulated using BEDTools shuffle to permute the location of TE221

insertions in different compartments of the Release 5 genome. Random TE inser-222

tions were required to be placed within their same chromosome (-chrom option),223

were not allowed to overlap each other (-noOverlapping option), and were not224

allowed to land in regions of the reference genome annotated as TE by Repeat-225

Masker (Smit et al., 2013). We attempted to control for the effects of selection on226

non-focal genomic compartments by excluding TEs from these regions and black-227

listing insertion in non-focal regions using the BEDtools shuffle -excl option. The228

-seed option was used to allow results of each run to be replicated. TE insertions229

in randomized datasets were then assigned to genomic compartments as described230

above.231

A series of permutation tests were performed to test the null hypothesis of ran-232

dom TE insertion across various sets of genomic compartments. All permutation233

tests were restricted to normally-recombining regions of the genome as defined234

above. First, TE insertions observed in all compartments were allowed to ran-235

domly insert into all compartments to test if TEs are depleted in exonic regions236

relative to noncoding DNA. Second, TE insertions observed in noncoding regions237

were allowed to randomly insert in noncoding regions to test if TEs are depleted238

in introns relative to intergenic regions, independent of the effects of purifying239

selection on exonic regions. Third, TE insertions observed in intronic regions were240

allowed to randomly insert in intronic regions to test if TEs are depleted in intronic241

CNEs relative to intronic spacers, independent of the effects of purifying selection242

on exonic or intergenic regions but accounting for potential selection on introns.243

Finally, TE insertions observed in intergenic regions were allowed to randomly244

insert in intergenic regions to test if TEs are depleted in integenic CNEs relative245

to intergenic spacers, independent of the effects of purifying selection on exonic or246

intronic regions. For each test, 10,000 permutations were performed to provide a247

distribution of outcomes under the null hypothesis of random insertion.248

Additionally, we tested whether the derived allele frequency (DAF) of TE inser-249

tions in putatively selected genomic compartments (exonic regions, CNEs) dif-250

fered from control regions (intergenic spacers). Following previous efforts testing251
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whether CNEs are cold spots of point mutation (Drake et al., 2006; Casillas et al.,252

2007), the null hypothesis of no difference in DAF between “selected” and “con-253

trol” compartments was tested using a non-parametric Wilcoxon rank sum test.254

DAF tests of TE insertion allele frequencies in CNEs vs. spacers were performed255

separately for intronic and intergenic regions. As in related work (Petrov et al.,256

2011; Kofler et al., 2012; Cridland et al., 2013), we assumed all TE insertions257

represent the derived state since, with the exception of the INE-1 family that258

is not studied here (Singh et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2007), few TE insertions259

in D. melanogaster are thought to have occurred prior to speciation (Caspi and260

Pachter, 2006; Bergman and Bensasson, 2007; Sackton et al., 2009). Rare TE in-261

sertions spanning intron/exon on intergenic/exon boundaries were excluded from262

DAF analysis because of their low sample sizes. However, TE insertions span-263

ning CNE/spacer boundaries were relatively common, and thus were analyzed as264

distinct class and compared to TEs contained fully within spacers.265

All graphical and statistical analyses were performed in the R programming envi-266

ronment (version 3.4.0) (R Core Team, 2016).267

Results268

TE insertions are depleted in conserved noncoding elements269

To understand whether selective constraints on noncoding DNA influence pat-270

terns of TE insertion, we analyzed the abundance of non-reference TEs insertions271

in different functional genomic compartments of the D. melanogaster genome.272

We first assigned non-reference TE insertions in normally-recombining regions to273

functional compartments based on gene and conserved element annotations (see274

Materials and Methods for details). We then tested for depletion of non-reference275

TE insertions in genomic regions with putatively higher levels of functional con-276

straint (i.e. exonic regions, CNEs) by comparing observed numbers of TEs in these277

regions to an empirical null distribution based of 10,000 random permutations of278

the observed TE insertion datasets. Recent studies have shown that no single279

bioinformatic system can comprehensively identify all non-reference TE insertions280

in resequencing data (Nelson et al., 2017; Rishishwar et al., 2017). Therefore, we281

used two independent non-reference TE insertion datasets, ngs te mapper (Lin-282

heiro and Bergman, 2012) and TEMP (Zhuang et al., 2014), both derived from the283

same sample of strain-specific genome sequences isolated from a North American284
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population of D. melanogaster (Mackay et al., 2012). Both datasets analyzed here285

both provide large samples of non-reference TE insertions with nucleotide-level286

resolution based on split-read information, which improves identification of allelic287

insertions occupying the same insertion site in different strains and assignment of288

TE insertion sites to specific genomic compartments.289

As a positive control, we first tested whether the previously-reported depletion290

of TE insertions in D. melanogaster exonic regions (Lipatov et al., 2005; Kofler291

et al., 2012; Cridland et al., 2013) could be observed in the ngs te mapper and292

TEMP datasets using our randomization procedure. As shown in Table 1, several293

hundred TE insertions in exonic regions can be found in natural populations of D.294

melanogaster (see also Kofler et al. (2012); Cridland et al. (2013)). Nevertheless,295

we observed a clear depletion of TE insertions in exonic regions relative to random296

expectations (Figure 1A), coupled with a concomitant excess in intronic regions297

(Figure 1B) and intergenic regions (Figure 1C). We estimate a 4-fold (P < 1e−04)298

and 4.35-fold (P < 1e− 04) reduction in TEs in exonic regions relative to the me-299

dian of random outcomes for the ngs te mapper and TEMP datasets, respectively300

(Figure 1A). We also detected evidence for a significant depletion of TE insertions301

spanning intron/exon boundaries (Figure 1D) for both ngs te mapper (4.6-fold302

reduction, P = 1e − 04) and TEMP (5.9-fold reduction, P < 1e − 04), consis-303

tent with the presence of “hazardous zones” for TE insertion near intron-exon304

junctions shown previously in humans (Zhang et al., 2011). In contrast, we ob-305

served no significant depletion of TEs at intergenic/exon boundaries (Figure 1E;306

ngs te mapper: P = 0.98; TEMP: P = 0.27). These results support previous anal-307

yses that TEs are selectively eliminated from exonic regions (Lipatov et al., 2005;308

Petrov et al., 2011; Kofler et al., 2012; Cridland et al., 2013), and demonstrate that309

our approach can detect selective constraints on TE insertions that are assumed310

to exist in the D. melanogaster genome.311

We next investigated whether our data provide evidence that purifying selection312

eliminates a higher proportion of TEs in intronic regions relative to intergenic re-313

gions, by permuting the locations of TEs in noncoding regions only. We observed314

a trend towards fewer TE insertions in intronic regions relative to random expec-315

tation (Figure 1F) with a corresponding excess in intergenic regions (Figure 1G)316

in both datasets. The magnitude of this effect was weak but highly significant in317

the ngs te mapper dataset (1.05-fold reduction, P = 3e − 04), and of a similar318

magnitude but less significant in the TEMP dataset (1.02-fold reduction, P = 0.05).319

Our results support those of Kofler et al. (2012) who similarly observed a weak320

but significant reduction in numbers of TE insertions in intronic regions relative321
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to intergenic regions using pool-seq data, but differ from Cridland et al. (2013)322

who observed more TEs in intronic regions relative to intergenic regions using323

strain-specific genome data. Together, these results suggest that the TE density324

in D. melanogaster intronic regions is weakly reduced relative to random expec-325

tations, but that the proportion of TEs eliminated from intronic regions is not326

sufficiently large for the effect to be reliably identified in all population genomic327

datasets.328

Finally, we tested whether TE insertions were depleted in CNEs relative to spacer329

regions (Figure 2). For this analysis, we randomized TE insertions separately330

within intronic regions and within intergenic regions and accounted for TE in-331

sertions spanning CNE/spacer boundaries. We identified several hundred TE in-332

sertions that exist in CNEs in both intronic and intergenic regions (Table 2).333

Nonetheless, we found evidence for a significant depletion in the density of TEs334

in CNEs in both intronic regions (Figure 2A; ngs te mapper: 1.21-fold reduction,335

P < 1e− 04; TEMP: 1.31-fold reduction, P < 1e− 04) and intergenic regions (Fig-336

ure 2B; ngs te mapper: 1.3-fold reduction, P < 1e− 04; TEMP: 1.3-fold reduction,337

P < 1e− 04). We also observed a weaker trend towards fewer TE insertions over-338

lapping CNE/spacer boundaries relative to random expectation in both intronic339

regions (Figure 2C; ngs te mapper: 1.18-fold reduction, P = 0.04; TEMP: 1.23-fold340

reduction, P = 0.002) and intergenic regions (Figure 2D; ngs te mapper: 1.16-341

fold reduction, P = 0.16; TEMP: 1.28-fold reduction, P = 1e − 04). Correspond-342

ingly, we also observe that TE insertions in both datasets are over-represented343

in spacers in both intronic regions (Figure 2E; ngs te mapper: 1.11-fold excess,344

P < 1e−04; TEMP: 1.15-fold excess, P < 1e−04) and intergenic regions (Figure 2F;345

ngs te mapper: 1.83-fold excess, P < 1e−04; TEMP: 1.17-fold excess, P < 1e−04).346

Overall, these results suggest that while some CNEs tolerate disruption by large347

TE insertions, constraints on CNEs are substantial enough to eliminate enough348

TE insertions in CNEs to bias the distribution of observed TE insertions towards349

spacers in noncoding regions of the D. melanogaster genome.350

Allele frequencies of TE insertions are similar across differ-351

ent functional compartments of the D. melanogaster genome352

Additional evidence for purifying selection acting to shape the landscape of TE in-353

sertions can be obtained from investigating the allele frequencies of TE insertions354

in population samples. Population genetics theory predicts that natural selection355

will prevent new deleterious alleles from reaching high population frequency (Fay356
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et al., 2001). If polymorphic TE insertions are weakly negatively selected, they357

should be skewed towards lower allele frequencies in regions under higher of selec-358

tive constraint such as exonic regions and CNEs relative to control regions that359

have weaker functional constraint. A skew in the frequency of D. melanogaster360

SNPs toward rarer alleles has previously been observed in CNEs relative to spacers361

(Casillas et al., 2007) and in replacement sites relative to silent sites (Huang et al.,362

2014). However, small indels showed no tendency to be skewed towards rarer alle-363

les in CNEs relative to spacers, suggesting a similar distribution of fitness effects364

for small indels in both types of noncoding region (Casillas et al., 2007).365

Figure 3 shows the DAF spectra for TE insertions in different functional compart-366

ments across the D. melanogaster genome. Consistent with classical restriction367

mapping and in situ hybridization studies (reviewed in Charlesworth and Langley368

(1989); Nuzhdin (1999)) and recent strain-specific population genomic data (Crid-369

land et al., 2013), both methods show the expected pattern for TE insertion alleles370

to be skewed towards rare alleles in all genomic compartments. However, clear dif-371

ferences are observed between ngs te mapper (Figure 3A) and TEMP (Figure 3B)372

in the overall shape of the DAF spectra across all compartments, with a skew to-373

wards more rare alleles in the ngs te mapper dataset relative to TEMP. We interpret374

overall differences in DAF spectra between TE datasets to result primarily from375

the higher false negative rate for ngs te mapper relative to TEMP (Nelson et al.,376

2017) (see see Discussion). Regardless of the cause, comparison of DAF spectra377

across genomic compartments within a dataset should not be substantially com-378

promised, since all compartments are affected by the same methodological biases379

in TE detection.380

We first performed a control analysis to assess whether the expected skew towards381

lower allele frequencies could be observed for TE insertion in exonic regions. For382

this and all subsequent DAF spectra analyses, we used TE insertions in intergenic383

spacers a control, based on abundance results above showing this compartment was384

under the weakest selective constraint for TE insertion. As shown in Figure 3, we385

find no significant differences between the DAF spectra for TEs in exonic regions in386

either dataset: (ngs te mapper: W = 391158.5, P = 0.43; TEMP: W = 205299.5,387

P = 0.36). One possibility for the lack of skew towards rarer alleles for TEs388

in exonic regions is the presence of a small number of unusually high-frequency389

exonic TE insertions that are potentially involved in adaptation to insecticide390

resistance (arrows, Figure 3A,B) (ngs te mapper: 1360 in sut1 (Steele et al.,391

2015); TEMP: 17.6 in cyp6a2 (Waters et al., 1992; Delpuech et al., 1993; Wan392

et al., 2014), accord in cyp6g1 (Daborn et al., 2002; Chung et al., 2007)). When393
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these putatively-adaptitive outlier loci are excluded, TEs in exonic regions still394

do not show a consistent skew towards rarer alleles relative to those in intergenic395

spacers regions: (ngs te mapper: W = 389232.5, P = 0.5; TEMP: W = 203853.5,396

P = 0.27). These results suggest that the distribution of fitness effects for exonic397

TE insertions that are not strongly deleterious does not differ substantially from398

those in intergenic spacers (see also Lipatov et al. (2005)).399

Next, we tested whether the DAF spectrum for TE insertions in CNEs differed400

from those in noncoding spacer regions. In this analysis, we also considered the401

DAF spectrum of TE insertions that spanned CNE/spacer boundaries, because402

this overlap class is reasonably common and also exhibits a trend towards being403

depleted in TE insertions (see above). As shown in Figure 3, we found no signif-404

icant differences in the DAF spectra for TEs in CNEs relative to those in spacer405

intervals in both intronic regions (ngs te mapper: W = 671827, P = 0.19; TEMP:406

W = 358690, P = 0.29) and intergenic regions (ngs te mapper: W = 767402.5,407

P = 0.2; TEMP: W = 411058, P = 0.31). Likewise, the DAF spectra for TEs over-408

lapping CNE/spacer boundaries did not differ from TEs fully contained in spacer409

intervals in both intronic regions (ngs te mapper: W = 141937, P = 0.98; TEMP:410

W = 139781.5, P = 0.46) and intergenic regions (ngs te mapper: W = 157028.5,411

P = 0.83; TEMP: W = 132093, P = 0.44). Similar to previous results for small in-412

dels (Casillas et al., 2007), these results imply that the distribution of fitness effects413

on large TE insertions wholly or partially contained in CNEs is not substantially414

different from that operating on spacer regions in noncoding DNA.415

Discussion416

Here we show that the abundance of TE insertions is significantly reduced rel-417

ative to random expectation in two distinct genomic compartments with known418

or suspected function: exonic regions and CNEs. In contrast, we find no clear419

signature for a skew towards lower allele frequencies for TEs in these genomic420

compartments when compared to regions of the genome under the lowest level of421

selective constraint. Our results provide the first systematic evidence that selec-422

tive constraints on CNEs influence the landscape of TE insertion in a eukaryote423

genome, and provide new evidence supporting the conclusion that CNEs are func-424

tionally constrained and not mutational cold spots. Our results also suggest that425

distribution of fitness effects acting on polymorphic TEs insertions (which have426

escaped rapid elimination by strong purifying selection) is similar across different427

functional compartments of the D. melanogaster genome.428
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Our conclusions are derived from two TE insertion datasets (ngs te mapper and429

TEMP), indicating they are not dependent on the idiosyncracies of a single method430

for calling TE insertions in short-read resequencing data. Nevertheless, it is im-431

portant to consider how our results may be affected by the imperfect state of the432

art in TE calling in terms of positional accuracy and false negative rates (Nelson433

et al., 2017; Rishishwar et al., 2017). It is unlikely that the depletion of TE inser-434

tions we observe is due to imprecise annotation of the TE insertions analyzed here,435

since under-representation of TEs in exonic regions has been observed previously436

using a variety of different classical and genomic approaches (Aquadro et al., 1986;437

Langley and Aquadro, 1987; Schaeffer et al., 1988; Langley et al., 1988; Aquadro438

et al., 1992; Kaminker et al., 2002; Bartolome et al., 2002; Lipatov et al., 2005;439

Kofler et al., 2012; Cridland et al., 2013; Zhuang et al., 2014). Likewise, false440

negatives are unlikely to generate the abundance patterns we observe. For this441

to be the case, the allele frequency of TE insertions would need to be skewed to-442

wards higher frequencies in compartments with lower levels of constraint, so that a443

higher relative proportion of singleton TE insertion sites would fail to be detected444

in compartments under higher constraint (leading to an artifactually lower number445

of insertion sites in high constraint regions). However, we find no evidence for a446

skew towards higher DAF in compartments with lower levels of constraint in our447

data (Figure 3).448

Although we observe the expected pattern of depletion of TEs in higher constraint449

regions, we find no difference in the DAF spectra between highly constrained450

and weakly constrained compartments within either the ngs te mapper or TEMP451

datasets. It is unlikely that positional inaccuracy or false negatives can explain the452

lack of difference in the DAF spectra between exonic regions or CNEs and spacers.453

As above, the high positional accuracy of the ngs te mapper and TEMP datasets454

mitigates against mis-assignment of TEs to the wrong compartment, which could455

in principle cause the DAF spectra for different compartments to appear more456

similar than they really are. Furthermore, in the case of CNEs, we accounted for457

potential blurring of compartment assignment by showing that the DAF spectra of458

TEs spanning CNE/spacer boundaries have similar allele frequencies to TEs fully459

contained within CNEs. Additionally, while it is clear that false negatives distort460

the DAF spectrum towards rare alleles (Emerson et al., 2008), TEs in our study461

were detected independent of any information about functional compartment and462

thus false negatives should affect the DAF spectra for all functional compartments463

in a similar way.464

Importantly, we did observe systematic differences in the DAF across TE detec-465
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tion methods, which has not been discussed sufficiently as an issue in popula-466

tion genomic analysis of TE insertions. Specifically, we find that the DAF for467

ngs te mapper is skewed more towards lower frequencies that the DAF for TEMP468

(Figure 3A vs. B). We do not interpret this difference among method to result469

from lower positional accuracy of ngs te mapper relative to TEMP artificially split-470

ting alleles from the same insertion site into several different insertion sites each471

at lower allele frequency, since both datasets use split-read information. Rather it472

is more likely this difference in DAF among methods results from the higher false473

negative rate for ngs te mapper (58% on simulated data (Nelson et al., 2017))474

relative to TEMP (10% on simulated data (Nelson et al., 2017)). This observation475

cautions against naive use of allele frequency data from short-read TE insertion476

detection methods to test predictions of population genetic models, since the pre-477

cise shape of the frequency spectrum may be determined by false negative rates478

of TE detection methods rather than any particular evolutionary force (Emer-479

son et al., 2008). This result also motivates more advanced methods to estimate480

the TE frequency spectra that incorporate false negative detection rates, similar481

to methods for estimating the frequency spectrum of SNPs that incorporate false482

positive rates due to sequencing error (Kim et al., 2011; Nielsen et al., 2012).483

Our twin findings of depletion of TEs in functional elements like exonic regions and484

CNEs coupled with a lack of a skew toward rarer alleles in these regions suggests485

that the selective mechanism controlling location of TEs in the D. melanogaster486

genome may be decoupled from the forces governing allele frequencies of polymor-487

phic alleles (Petrov et al., 2011). Among competing theories for selective forces488

acting on TE insertions (Nuzhdin, 1999; Lee and Langley, 2010), it is easiest to489

interpret the depletion of TEs in exonic regions as being due to the direct effects490

of TE insertion (Petrov et al., 2011; Kofler et al., 2012) and the same logic should491

hold for depletion of TEs in CNEs. However, the similarity of DAF spectra in492

different genomic compartments is consistent with the remainder of TE insertions493

that are not eliminated from functional elements being governed by a number of494

evolutionary mechanisms. Polymorphic TE insertions could be at similar allele495

frequencies in different compartments simply because they inserted at similar dis-496

tributions of times in the past (Bergman and Bensasson, 2007; Kofler et al., 2012;497

Blumenstiel et al., 2014). Alternatively, the similar DAF spectra of polymorphic498

TE insertions in different genomic compartments could reflect similar distributions499

of selective effects that are independent of the precise location of a TE insertion,500

which might be expected if the deleterious effects of TE insertion are caused by501

ectopic exchange events (Petrov et al., 2011; Kofler et al., 2012) or local epigenetic502

silencing spreading from TE insertions (Lee, 2015; Lee and Karpen, 2017). While503
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our work does not resolve these widely-debated alternatives, it does reveal that the504

selective effects of TE insertion on conserved elements in noncoding DNA needs505

to be factored into future models explaining TE evolution in D. melanogaster and506

other species.507
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Table 1: TE insertions in normal recombination regions. Columns contain the coverage (in base pairs) and percent of the normally-
recombining genome covered for exonic, intronic and intergenic regions followed by the number and percent of TE insertions found fully in
exonic, intronic and intergenic regions or spanning intron/exon and intergenic/exon boundaries for both ngs te mapper and TEMP. Overlap
categories have “n.a.” for coverage and percent of the normally-recombining genome covered since boundaries between compartments do
not occupy any space. Regions of the reference genome identified by RepeatMasker as TE were excluded from all other compartments and
any non-reference TE in these regions are included in the “Reference TE” compartment. Regions of normal recombination were defined
by Cridland et al. (2013).

Region Coverage (bp) % normal rec.
genome

# ngs te mapper TE % ngs te mapper TE # TEMP TE % TEMP TE

Exon 27502613 25.4 399 6.5 278 5.9
Intron 38960671 36 2743 45 2153 45.9
Intron/Exon n.a. n.a. 5 0.1 7 0.1
Intergenic 37804929 35 2905 47.6 2210 47.1
Intergenic/Exon n.a. n.a. 9 0.1 4 0.1
Reference TE 3831787 3.5 38 0.6 36 0.8

Total 108100000 100 6099 100 4688 100
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Table 2: TE insertions in noncoding regions with normal recombination Columns contain the coverage (in base pairs) and percent
of the normally-recombining noncoding genome covered by CNEs and spacers for introns and intergenic regions followed by the number
and percent of TE insertions found fully in CNEs and spacers or spanning CNE/spacer boundaries for both ngs te mapper and TEMP.
Overlap categories have “n.a.” for coverage and percent of the normally-recombining noncoding genome covered since boundaries between
compartments do not occupy any space. Regions of the reference genome identified by RepeatMasker as TE and any non-reference TE in
these regions were excluded from all compartments. Regions of normal recombination were defined by Cridland et al. (2013).

Region Coverage (bp) % normal rec.
noncoding genome

# ngs te mapper TE % ngs te mapper TE # TEMP TE % TEMP TE

Intronic CNE 14093340 18.4 747 13.2 500 11.5
Intronic spacer 24867331 32.4 1842 32.6 1458 33.4
Intronic CNE/Spacer n.a. n.a. 154 2.7 195 4.5
Intergenic CNE 14749396 19.2 813 14.4 577 13.2
Intergenic spacer 23055533 30 1928 34.1 1447 33.2
Intergenic CNE/Spacer n.a. n.a. 164 2.9 186 4.3

Total 76765600 100 5648 100 4363 100
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Figure 1: TEs in normally-recombining regions of the D. melanogaster
genome are depleted in exonic and intronic regions. Observed num-
bers of TEs in different genomic compartments are shown as vertical lines for
ngs te mapper (red) and TEMP (blue). Empirical null distributions of the num-
bers of TEs in different genomic compartments in 10,000 random permutations are
shown as density plots for ngs te mapper (red) and TEMP (blue). All permutation
analyses were restricted to normally-recombining regions of the D. melanogaster
genome as defined by Cridland et al. (2013). Permutation analyses were con-
ducted across all compartments (A-E), or in noncoding regions only (F,G). Ob-
served and simulated numbers of TEs were counted in exonic regions (A), intronic
regions (B,F), intergenic regions (C,G), intronic/exonic boundaries (D), and inter-
genic/exonic boundaries (E). Observed TEs overlapping intron/exon boundaries or
intergenic/exon boundaries were excluded from permutation analyses in noncoding
regions only (F,G). Regions of the reference genome identified by RepeatMasker
as TE sequence and any non-reference TE in these regions were also excluded from
all permutation analyses.
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Figure 2: TEs in normally-recombining regions of the D. melanogaster
genome are depleted in conserved noncoding elements. Observed num-
bers of TEs in different noncoding compartments are shown as vertical lines for
ngs te mapper (red) and TEMP (blue). Empirical null distributions of the numbers
of TEs in different noncoding compartments in 10,000 random permutations are
shown as density plots for ngs te mapper (red) and TEMP (blue). All permutation
analyses were restricted to normally-recombining regions of the D. melanogaster
genome as defined by Cridland et al. (2013). Permutation analyses were conducted
across intronic regions only (A,C,E) or intergenic regions only (B,D,F). Observed
and simulated numbers of TEs were counted in CNEs (A,B), CNE/spacer bound-
aries (C,D), or spacers (E,F). The TEMP dataset has higher number of observed
and expected CNE/spacer overlaps (C,D) despite having fewer TE insertions over-
all because of a larger average TSD length (7.71 bp) relative to ngs te mapper

(4.73 bp). Observed TEs overlapping intron/exon boundaries or intergenic/exon
boundaries were excluded from these analyses. Regions of the reference genome
identified by RepeatMasker as TE sequence and any non-reference TE in these
regions were also excluded from all permutation analyses.
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Figure 3: The derived allele frequency (DAF) spectrum for TE inser-
tions is similar across different compartments of the D. melanogaster
genome. DAF spectra are shown for TE insertions predicted by ngs te mapper

(A) or TEMP (B). Allele frequency classes are shown on the X-axis, and the pro-
portion of TE insertions observed in a particular compartment of the genome at
that allele frequency is shown on the Y-axis. Note that the Y-axis is split to allow
better visualization of the proportion of higher allele frequency classes.
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